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Why Use NuvoCool Topical Analgesic Hydrogels for Your
Muscle, Joint and Arthritis Pain?

Applied to Location of Pain

 Not Systemic like oral pain killers
 Only treat the areas that are inflamed or in pain
 Topically applied products lead to much lower systemic serum 

concentrations than do systemic oral pain killers
 Self administered, most are purchased OTC and is a 

simplification of drug regimes

Fewer Side Effects than Systemic Drugs

 Common Oral Non Steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs) 
generally can only be used for short periods of time 

 NSAIDs taken orally are one of the most common causes of 
reported serious adverse reactions to drugs - involve the 
gastrointestinal tract, cardiovascular system, liver, and kidneys

NuvoCool Topical Analgesics are Based 
on the Latest Scientific Research

 Pain Receptor research has greatly advanced in the last 10 years and is 
not reflected in any other Topical Analgesics available today

 Think of pain receptors like electrical conduits holding many wires and 
the tips of electrical wires are different pain sensors called nociceptors

 When we feel pain when Transient Receptor Potential sensors (TRPs), 
specifically TRPA1 and TRPV1 are triggered by impact injuries, sore 
muscles, inflammation and pro-inflammatory compounds

 When we feel warm, hot, cool and hot it is because specific TRPs are 
activated; these sensors are how we “feel’ internal and external stimulii

 Medical research has shown that chemicals taken orally or applied 
topically can turn off these pain-sensing TRP nociceptors

 While there is a massive effort underway for large drug companies to 
develop oral drugs to turn off these nociceptors, they are years away 
from becoming available

 Our patent pending NuvoCool Topical Analgesic Hydrogels contain 
natural compounds found in specific essential oils that have been shown 
by medical researchers to turn off specific nociceptors and are Generally 
Recognized as Safe and Effective
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EMERGING MEDICAL DISCOVERY 
NOCICEPTORS AND DISEASE 

Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) Ion Channels

Our SENSOFF Technology Rapidly 
Turns Off These Pain and Itch Sensors

When You Feel Muscle, Joint or Arthritis 
Pain And When You Itch 

It Is Because TRPA1 and TRPV1 
Sensors are Activated

Inflammation Results from Activation 
of These Sensors
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Ingredients in NuvoCool Stop The Cycle of Pain

NuvoCool Rapidly Relieves Pain 
and Helps to Stop the Pain-

Inflammation Cycle 

X Rapidly Reducing Inflammation
Lets Muscles and Ligaments

Heal Faster

Reduced Pain and Inflammation
Allows Healing that Reduces

Muscle and Ligament Fatigue

Decrease the Recovery Period
and Get Back to What You Love
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NUVOCOOL TOPICAL ANALGESIC 
CUSTOMER SURVEY

Effectiveness and Customer Satisfaction

These results are consistent with the verbal and written 
reviews from hundreds of people, including doctors.

SURVEY RESULTS

 Customers were extremely satisfied (91.3%) or somewhat satisfied (8.7%) 
with NuvoCool (first two levels out of five levels of satisfaction)

 We have proposal and plan to fund double blind clinical trials for 
marketing purposes

 We have a proposal and plan to fund laboratory research regarding TRP 
Mechanisms of Action

100% reduction for those with mild pain

] 86.3% reduction for those with moderate pain

75% reduction for those with severe pain

Overall 83% average reduction in pain

Used Standard NRS Pain Rating Scale
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